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Set I,= (81 O= [a,,a,,a, ,..., a “,... ] with a,,) r from some point on). In the 
context of I, (the set of all irrational numbers) the chain of approximation theorems 
is the well-known Markoff chain (J. W. S. Cassels, “An Introduction to 
Diophantine Approximation,” Cambridge Tracts No. 45, Cambridge, 1959). The 
purpose of this paper is to find the chain of approximation theorems when restricted 
to I, with r > 2. Q 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known Markoff chain [ 1 ] relates to 
(P> 4) = 1, q > 0. (1.A) 
Here two irrational numbers are said to be equivalent (-) if their simple 
continued fraction expansions tally from some point on. The chain gives a 
sequence of irrational numbers: 
8, = (6 - 1)/Z e,=fi- 1, 
6, = (\/221- 5)/14, 8, = (@ii - 29)/26,... 
and a sequence of constants: 
4=\/5, A2=v% A, = ~615, A, = m/13,... 
pertaining to the obsrvations (i) and (ii) below. 
(i) For every E > 0 and 0 - 8,, (1.,4,) has infinity of solutions and 
(1.A n + E) has at most a finite number of solutions in p/q. 
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1 2 (ii) F 
or every irrational number 8 such that 87( 0; for any i = 
2 ,..., n, (lA,) has infinity of solutions in p/q. 
Here A, and 19, are known only up to a genealogical scheme. In fact their 
exact forms are still unknown and essentially due to this handicap quite 
complicated and roundabout methods are required to establish the Markoff 
chain. 
In this note we use I, to denote the set of all those irrational numbers 
whose simple continued fraction expansions [a,, a,, a,,..., a,....] are such 
that: for all N > 0, n > N * a, > r. In fact I, denotes the set of all irrational 
numbers. The Markoff chain starts with reference to I, and in successive 
steps we go on deleting different equivalence classes of irrational numbers 
from it. So we call this chain a Markoff chain on the base I,. This note is 
intended to initiate the study of the nature of Markoff chains on other bases. 
Here we investigate it on the base I, where r > 2. In this case we have been 
fortunate to hit upon A, and 19, and make way through elementary con- 
siderations. 
Let us agree to use parentheses to enclose the repeating quotient(s) with 
suflix to indicate the number of repetitions and a star (*) to indicate infinite 
repetition. On setting n > -1, r > 2, 6, = [O, (r)* ]. 
4= [O,(r+ 11*1, em= [o,(r+ l,(r)Zm,r+ I)*] (ma 11, 
A-, = [O, @)*I + [(r>*l, A, = [0, (r + l)*] + [(r + l)*] 
and 
A, = [O, ((r)z,9 r + 1, r + I)*] + [(r + 1, r + 1, (rhm)*l 
for m > 1, we can write out our findings as: 
THEOREM. (a) For every E > 0 and 0 - f?,,, (IA,) has inJinity of 
solutions and (1 .A, + E) has at most a finite number of solutions in p/q. 
(b) For every irrational number 8 such that B E I, and 0 4 Bi for any 
i = -1, 0, l,..., It, (1 .A J has infinity of solutions in p/q. 
(c) {A,} tends to A+ = [0, (r)*] + [r + 1, r + 1, (r)*] and there exists 
a non-enumerable class of irrational numbers for each of which (1.A ‘) has 
infinity of solutions in p/q and (1.A + + E), E > 0, has at most a Jinite number 
of solutions in p/q only. 
Remark. The initial theorems of this chain corresponding to n = -1 and 
n = 0 are contained in [4, Theorem 2.21. So it is enough to prove the 
theorem for n > 1. 
For 0= [a,, a,, a2 ,..., a “,... ] we adopt 
a,(e)= b2,,~,-,,...,4 + [~,+,,u,+,,...I. 
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The following results [2, Theorems 184 and 1631 have a key role in the 
proof: 
(I) If (0 - h/k1 < l/Ak*, (h, k) = 1 and A > 2 then h/k must be a 
convergent to 19. 
(II) If P,/q,, denotes the nth convergent to 8 then 
le-P”/qnl= a (;)q* . 
n n 
As A, > r > 2, (I) suggests that one confine to convergents to 19 only for the 
solutions of (lsl,), and (II) implies that p Jqk is a solution of (l.A,) 
precisely if a,(B) > A,. On these lines we shall take up the proof in the next 
section. 
Note. 1. Many problems woven around Markoff chains are relevant in 
the context of this chain as well and are worth trying. One such is the 
associated m-approximation problem and may be tackled on the lines of [3] 
or [S]. 
2. Markoff chains on other bases may be quite challenging. For 
instance, one may try with “I, of Eggan” [4], namely, the set of the 
irrational numbers 19 = [a,, a,, a2 ,..., aj ,... ] where aj > r for infinitely many 
values of j. 
2. PROOFS 
Everywhere n > 1 and r > 2. 
(a) Since 8 y 0,) 0 must be of the form 
e=[ a,, a,, a,,..., a,, (r + 1, (rjZn, r + I)*]. 
We break the sequence {aL+k(f9)},,, into (2n + 2) subsequences 
iq+~2n+2~k--t}k~l for f = 0, 1, L.., 2n + 1. Clearly members of all the subse- 
quences save for those of {aL+(2n+2Jk}k>, and (aL+(2n+2jk-l}k~l are all less 
than r + 1. Also one of them-call it S-monotonically decreases to A,, and 
the other one monotonically increases to A,,. Since infinitely many members 
of hl(~)lm,l~ namely, the members of S, exceed A,, , it follows that (1 A,) 
has infinity of solutions. Also save for the members of the decreasing subse- 
quence S, all members of all other subsequences are less than A,. Hence 
only a finite number of members of the sequence {a, +,(0)},, i and so also of 
kMW,, 1 may exceed A,, + E which reveals that (ld, + E) has at most a 
finite number of solutions. 
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(b) Put: 
B,= [O,r+ 1,(r)2k-1,(r+ 1)3] t [r+ l,(r),,-,,(r+ 1)2,r,r+ 11, 
C,=[O,r+l,(~)*~-~,(r+ l),,r,r+ll t lr+ L(rhtr+1hl, 
D,= j&r+ L(r),,+,,(r+ IhI + ir+ LVhk+2q(r+ ih1. 
It is not diflicult to check the following: 
(b.1) k&l,>, strictly increases to A + . 
(b.2) P,Jo 1 strictly decreases to A +. 
(b-3) {C,J,>, strictly decreases to A + . 
(b.4) D, > A,. 
(b.5) [0, r, r] + [r + 1, r,rJ>[O,r,r,r+lJ+[r+l,rtl,rJ>A+. 
(b.6) [O, (r + 1)3, r] + \r + 1, r, r, P + I. r] > A ‘. 
Let 0 = [a,, a,, a2 ,..., ak ,... ] E I,. Clearly “ak > r + 2 2 ak- ,(f3) > r + 2 > 
A n .” So if ak > r + 2 infinitely often, (1 A ,) has infinity of solutions. Thus. in 
Ir, it remains to consider 8’s such that uk < r + 1 from some point on and 
for them we see: 
1. If isolated “r” occurs infinitely often in {a,},,,, , , we get “ukP, = 
r+ 1 =ak+, and ak = r” for infinity of values of k and consequently (using 
(b.5) and (b.1)) ak > [O, r,r+ l] t [r+ l,r+ l,r] >A+ >A, for infinitely 
many values of k. 
2. If isolated rLr t 1” occurs infinitely often in (a,},, , , we get “a, = 
r=akt2 and akf, = r t 1” for infinitely many values of k and consequently 
(using (b.5) and (b.1)) ak > [O, r,r\+\r+l,r,r]>A’>A.forintinityof 
k’s. 
3. If the blocks (r + I),, s > 3, occur infinitely often in ( Q,,,}~~, , we 
get “ak-,=ak=ak+,=r+ 1 and ak+>= 8 for infinity of values of k and 
consequently (using (b.6) and (b.1)) ak > (0, r + 1, r + 1, r + 1, r] + 
[r + 1, r, r, r + 1, r] > A + > A,, for infinity of values of k. 
Excluding again from 1, the irrational numbers of these cases and also 
those which are equivalent to [O, (r)*] or [0, (r + l)*] or 10, (r + 1. 
(r),i, r + I)*] for any i= 1,2 ,..., n, it follows that the simple continued 
fraction expansion of 6 must contain blocks like 
“r~ ry r + 1, r + 1, (rh,, r + 1, r + 1, rbz, r + 1, r + 1, r, r” 
infinitely often for at least one of the following choices of b, and b2. 
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Cases Choices of b, and b, ak Using b 
1.1 
1.2 
2.1 
2.2 
. . . 
n-l.1 
n-l.2 
n 
b, > 2 and b, = 3 ak>B2>A, 1 and 2 
b, = 2 and b, > 4 a,> C,>A, 1 and 3 
b, > 4 and b, = 5 a,>B,>A, land2 
b, = 4 and b, > 6 a,>C,>A, 1 and 3 
. . . . . . . . . 
b, > 2n - 2 and b, = 2n - 1 a,>B,>A, 1 and 2 
b, = 2n - 2 and b, > 2n ak > c, > A,, 1 and 3 
b, > 2n and b, > 2n + 1 a,>D,>A, 4 
These cases complete the proof of part (b) of the theorem. 
(c) For the block of quotients 
“r- r2 r + 19 r + 1, (rIbi, r + 1, r + 1, (r),i+,, r + 1, r + 1, r, r” 
of the irrational number 0 = ]O, u,, a, ,..., a, ,... 1, if (i) bi and bi+, are even 
positive integers, (ii) bi+ 1 > bi and (iii) u,,,~ is the quotient r + 1 appearing 
just after the block of quotients (r),i, then we notice 
(i) a,i(0)=r+l+[O,r+l,(r),i,r+l,r+l,r,r ,... ,a,] 
+ 10, (r)bi+p r + 1, r + 1, r, r ,... ] 
> r + 1 + [O, r + 1, (r),i+,, r + 1, r + 1, r, r,...] 
+ K4 (r>,,9 r + 1, r + 1, r, r, . . . . a, ] 
=a In- *(O 
(ii) ami > r + 1 and (iii) amimj(B) < r + 1 for 2 < j < bi + 1, which 
together imply max(a,i-bi- ,(fJ), a,,&&.., ami( = ami( This means 
that for the irrational numbers of the type 
6 = [O, a, )...) a,, (rIbI, r + 1, r + 1, (r)b,, r + 1, r + 1, O-)b33-..l 
where the sequence {bk} is an increasing sequence of even positive integers, 
limtup a,(6) = limisup aJ6) 
where a,, is the quotient r + 1 appearing just after the block of quotients 
(r)bi. Setting E, = [0, r + 1, (r)zk_z] + [r + 1, (r),,-,I, we notice: 
(I) bi = 2k - 2 implies C, < a,i(B) < E,. 
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Since the sequences {C,} and {Ek} both tend to A + as k + co, to any e > 0 
there exists a positive integer N,, such that: 
(II) C,>A’-sandE,<A’+sforeveryk>N,. 
Further since {bk} is a divergent sequence of even positive integers, there 
exists a positive integer j such that bj = 2N - 2 for some N > N,. Hence for 
any i> j, bi= 2N + 2t - 2 with t > 0 and consequently i>j implies 
A+-E<C~+~<~~~(~)<E~+~<A++F (using (I) and (II)). So 
lim, a,i(s) = A+ which includes lim sup, a,,J6) = A +. 
Finally, since any subsequence of the sequence {bk} is also a strictly 
increasing sequence of even positive integers, if we replace (bk} by any 
subsequence of it in the simple continued fraction expression of 6 we get 
again an irrational number of the desired type. As {bk} has non-enumerably 
many subsequences, the proof of part (c) is complete. 
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